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Detecting Infrared Maritime Targets Overwhelmed
in Sun Glitters by Antijitter

Spatiotemporal Saliency
Bin Wang , Yuichi Motai , Senior Member, IEEE, Lili Dong, and Wenhai Xu

Abstract— When detecting infrared maritime targets on sunny
days, strong sun glitters can lower the detection accuracy
tremendously. To this problem, we proposed a robust antijitter
spatiotemporal saliency generation with parallel binarization
(ASSGPB) method. Its main contribution is to facilitate to
improve the infrared maritime target detection accuracy in
this situation. The ASSGPB algorithm exploits the target’s
spatial saliency and temporal consistency to separate real targets
from clutter areas. The ASSGPB first corrects image intensity
distribution with a central inhibition difference of Gaussian
filter. Then, a self-defined spatiotemporal saliency map (STSM)
generator is used to generate an STSM in five consecutive
frames while compensating interframe jitters by a joint block
matching. Finally, a parallel binarization method is adopted to
segment real targets in STSM while keeping full target areas.
To evaluate the performance of ASSGPB, we captured eight
different image sequences (20 420 frames in total) that were
significantly contaminated by strong sun glitters. The ASSGPB
realized 100% detection rate and 0.45% false alarm rate in these
data sets, greatly outperforming four state-of-the-art algorithms.
Thus, a great applicability of ASSGPB has been verified through
our experiments.

Index Terms— Image segmentation, infrared imaging,
maritime surveillance, target detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE infrared search and track (IRST) system has
been prevalent in maritime rescue [1]–[3] and surveil-

lance [4], [5] for decades. Although the IRST system has
excellent environment adaptability [6], its performance is still
seriously limited when working in strong sun glitters, the dif-
fuse reflection of sunlight from wave surfaces [7]. Sun glitters
typically have high radiation intensity and irregular geometric
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Fig. 1. Typical infrared maritime images contaminated by strong sun glitters.
(a)–(d) Strong radiation from sun glitter results in all targets’ negative intensity
contrast and obscure edges.

TABLE I

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS FOR IMPROVING THE IRST
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN SUN GLITTERS

contours [8], [9]. They can easily overwhelm targets’ radia-
tion and obscure targets’ contour information. Fig. 1 shows
four typical infrared maritime images captured in strong sun
glitters. These images have been contaminated by sun glitters
which make the target detection and track more difficult. The
radiation from sun glitters overwhelms that from targets T1–T4
and saturates infrared sensors. In this situation, all targets
have negative local intensity contrasts and lose their original
contour information. In addition, uneven distribution of image
intensity also increases the difficulty for detecting targets from
sun glitters. Though some recently rising technologies, like the
anomaly detection for hyperspectral imagery [10]–[12], could
have great potential to robustly deal with this problem, their
extensive use on airborne and seaborne portable equipment
may still be limited due to the heavy hardware load, data
redundancy, etc.

Improvement methods for the IRST system performance in
strong sun glitters can be classified into two categories: polar-
ization filters and image processing. Table I lists some state-
of-the-art methods in each category. Although many scholars
proposed to use polarization filters to reduce or eliminate
sunlight reflection [7], [8], [13]–[17] received by infrared
sensors, this kind of methods can only be implemented in
specific imaging angles. Since ocean waves are fluctuating in
complex patterns [18] all the time, diffuse sunlight reflection
may transmit in changing directions. This kind of methods
could only provide limited enhancement for the IRST system
performance.
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Other scholars have been trying to cope with this situation
through image processing. For example, spatiotemporal filters
are used to extract targets from sun glints, such as the
spatiotemporal three plot correlation filter [19], the separate
spatiotemporal filter based on an attribute-based plot associ-
ation [20], and the periodic sampling-based spatiotemporal
filter [21]. In addition, human visual attention mechanism
has also been exploited in this issue, such as the Laplacian
scale-space theory for signal-to-clutter ratio optimization [22],
and a visual attention model combined with a second-order
directional derivative filter [23]. Plus, some scholars proposed
other methodologies to detect targets from sun glitters, such
as the modified top-hat transformation combined with lat-
eral pattern inhibition [24], machine learning-based classifiers
referring to eight different features [25], and the mean shift
technique incorporated with gradient projecting and automatic
thresholding [26].

However, these abovementioned image processing-based
methods do not have satisfactory detection performance when
sequential images have seriously uneven intensity distribution
[like Fig. 1(b)–(d)] or intensive interframe jitter. In the former
situation, image background could be distorted and targets’
characteristics would be difficult to extract, namely, the image
spatial feature is damaged. The latter condition could easily
destroy a target’s trajectory continuity. This makes it hard to
acquire targets’ temporal features. In these conditions, a high
false alarm rate (FAR) or low detection rate (DR) would
be caused. In addition, the target area could be partially
lost after detection due to its obscure edge in overwhelming
sun glitters. This may lower the target locating and tracking
accuracy.

To solve these problems, we proposed a robust antijitter
spatiotemporal saliency generation with parallel binarization
(ASSGPB) method for detecting targets in strong sun glitter.
The ASSGPB first corrects image intensity distribution with a
central inhibition difference of Gaussian (CIDoG) filter. Then,
a self-defined spatiotemporal saliency map (STSM) generator
is used. This generator extracts target’s spatiotemporal saliency
through spatial saliency map (SM) accumulative multiplication
in consecutive frames, which are interframe jitter compensated
by the joint block matching (JBM). Finally, a parallel bina-
rization method is adopted to identify real targets in STSM
while keeping full target areas. Using these above approaches,
targets’ spatial and temporal features could be dramatically
restored from serious sun glitter contamination.

For evaluating the performance of our proposed algorithm,
20 420 sequential images seriously contaminated by sun glit-
ters were used in our experiments. These images were captured
from eight different scenarios by an infrared imager mounted
on a flexible imaging platform. The experiment results val-
idated the ASSGPB method for detecting targets in strong
sun glitters, especially when images have seriously uneven
intensity distribution or interframe jitter.

This paper’s major contribution is to provide an effective
strategy for effectively extracting targets’ saliency from strong
sun glitters and help improve the target detection accuracy
in this situation. This is facilitated by three key factors:
the CIDoG filter for intensity distribution correction, the

Fig. 2. Algorithm structure of the proposed VAPFM.

JBM-based interframe jitter compensation, and the STSM
generation by spatial SM accumulative multiplication.

II. SPECIFIC VISUAL ATTENTION MODEL

The bottom-up human visual attention mechanism
(BUHVAM) has an excellent performance on identifying
salient areas through collecting feature information from
different modalities (intensity, color, texture, etc.) [27]–[29].
Based on the basic principles of this mechanism, we proposed
a robust visual attention and pipeline filtering model (VAPFM)
specifically for detecting infrared maritime targets in [30].
For infrared maritime images not contaminated by strong sun
glitters, the VAPFM has been validated for detecting targets
in strong ocean waves and heavy sea fog. Its algorithm
structure is given in Fig. 2.

When initiating the VAPFM, an image background smooth-
ness evaluation was performed using the statistical variance
from each block’s intensity standard deviation.

If the image background was evaluated as “smooth,” an
intensity Gaussian pyramid Iσ [31] would be generated while
the spatial scale σ belongs to [0, . . . , 8], providing horizontal
and vertical image reduction factors ranging from 1:1 to 1:256
in consecutive powers of two. On the other hand, if the image
background smoothness was identified as “cluttered,” a local
orientation pyramid Oσ would be computed by convolving
the intensity Gaussian pyramid in each level with Gabor
filter [32].

Then, to compute feature maps, center-surround receptive
fields with preserved border saliency were simulated by across-
scale subtraction � between fine scale c ε {2, 3, 4} and coarse
scale δ = c + s with s ε {3, 4}

FM,c,δ = N(|Mc � Mδ |). (1)

In (1), F represented a feature map, M was a level map at
a specific spatial scale of a modality pyramid, and N(·) was
an iterative, nonlinear normalization operator simulating the
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within-feature competitive scheme [33]. This operator was
implemented through a “difference of Gaussian” filter (DoG in
the following equation, where the excitation parameters were:
cex = 0.5 and σex= 2% of the image width, and inhibition
parameters were: cinh = 1.5 and σinh = 25% of the image
width)

DoG(x, y) = c2
ex

2πσ 2
ex

e
− x2+y2

2σ2
ex − c2

inh

2πσ 2
inh

e
− x2+y2

2σ2
inh . (2)

The iterative process could be expressed in (3), where
| · |≥0 meant to discard negative values and the constant
inhibitory term Cinh (0.02 in our model) introduced a small
bias to slowly suppress areas where the excitation and inhibi-
tion balanced almost exactly

M ← |M + M ×DoG− Cinh|≥0. (3)

After summing up all feature maps and normalizing, the
SM would be generated. To further highlight targets’ saliency,
saliency requantization based on measuring local saliency
singularity was performed as follows:

S′A = SA + (max(S)− SA)×∑
i w̄i × (SA − Si )

SA
. (4)

In (4), S′A and SA represented the requantized saliency and
original saliency of point A in SM S, respectively. Si was the
saliency of the i th neighbor point to point A. The w̄i was
a normalized weight coefficient calculated according to the
distance from the i th neighbor point to central point A.

Using the requantized SM, the adaptive thresholding [30]
was adopted to obtain candidate target areas. Finally, the
antivibration pipeline filtering algorithm [34] was used to
confirm real target areas and remove false ones.

III. ASSGPB METHOD

Although this VAPFM has high accuracy for detecting
targets in strong ocean waves and heavy sea fog, we found that
it performed poorly on identifying real targets overwhelmed
in strong sun glitters. To further exploit the BUHVAM’s
advantage on extracting effective saliency information and
implement robust detection for targets overwhelmed in strong
sun glitters, we designed the ASSGPB method referring to
the basic principles used by the VAPFM. In this section,
the ASSGPB will be elaborated in: image preprocessing
of intensity distribution correction (Section II-A), antijitter
STSM generation (Section II-B), and target area segmentation
after which the overall algorithm flow will be illustrated
(Section II-C).

A. Intensity Distribution Correction With CIDoG Filter

Since the sun glitter contamination appears only when the
imaging angle is in a certain range [7], the seriously uneven
image intensity distribution could be a common phenomenon
when the imaging angle is slightly out of this range, just as
shown in Fig. 1. To cope with the intensity unevenness and
avoid misguiding the visual spotlight to uninterested areas,

Fig. 3. 1-D demonstration for CIDoG filter. The filter size was supposed to
be 120×120 here. In our experiments, we set both the filter width and height
to be the width of the input image.

we proposed to preprocess images based on a CIDoG filter
which was defined as follows:

CIDoG(x, y) = 1

2πσ 2
B

× e
− x2+y2

2σ2
B − 1

2πσ 2
F

× e
− x2+y2

2σ2
F . (5)

In our implementation, σB and σF were used for neigh-
bor background excitation and central foreground inhibition,
respectively. They were calculated according to (6) and (7),
where W was the width of the input image

σB = 0.5+ 0.15× W (6)

σF = 2.7− 6.25e−4 × W. (7)

A 1-D section of this CIDoG filter is shown in Fig. 3.
We can see that the negative central inhibition slope could
seriously weaken the central intensity in a certain area,
and the positive surrounding excitation lobe could high-
light the average neighbor intensity. Considering that, refer-
ring to Fig. 1, infrared maritime targets overwhelmed in
strong sun glitters typically had negative local contrasts; the
CIDoG filter helped inverse targets’ local contrasts to posi-
tive ones while reducing neighboring background intensities.
In addition, reducing neighboring background intensity con-
tributed to making image background intensity distribution
even. (Please refer to Section IV-B for illustrative images after
intensity distribution correction.)

Although background clutter could be weakened greatly and
targets’ local contrasts would be enhanced after the CIDoG
filtering, a further inhibition of sun glitters could be significant
for providing images with higher quality for following detec-
tion processes. Thus, we proposed to generate a foreground
image (FGI) as input for the following processes elucidated in
Section III-B. Because most of the detection interference came
from bright glittery waves and valuable detection information
hid in dark areas of original images, we computed a fore-
ground mask (FGM) by the inverse OTSU binarization [35] to
highlight these valuable areas and further weaken sun glitters.
Using this FGM, the desired FGI was generated according
to (8), where · performed a point multiplication between two
images

FGI = |I × CIDoG|≥0 · FGM. (8)

To verify the performance of this preprocessing method
on correcting intensity distribution and highlighting valuable
areas, we simulated a test image shown in Fig. 4(a). This
image had uneven intensity distribution and dark spots, which
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Fig. 4. Simulative preprocessing result. Both simulated and preprocessed test
images were quantized at an eight-bit resolution. (a) Simulated test image.
(b) 3-D view of the test image. (c) Preprocessed test image. (d) 3-D view of
the preprocessed test image.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF EACH SPOT’S LOCAL CONTRASTS

BEFORE AND AFTER IMAGE PREPROCESSING

simulated infrared maritime targets overwhelmed in strong sun
glitters. The preprocessing result and view are also shown
in Fig. 4.

We can see from Fig. 4 that after preprocessing, the back-
ground intensity distribution was corrected from a slope
in Fig. 4(b) to a flat in Fig. 4(d). In addition, the back-
ground intensity of the simulated test image and that of the
preprocessed image ranged from 110 to 255 and 1.2 to 3.8,
respectively. A lower and narrower background intensity range
also indicated that the intensity distribution was corrected.

We can see from Fig. 4 that after preprocessing, the back-
ground intensity distribution was corrected from a slope
in Fig. 4(b) to a flat in Fig. 4(d). In addition, the back-
ground intensity of the simulated test image and that of the
preprocessed image ranged from 110 to 255 and 1.2 to 3.8,
respectively. A lower and narrower background intensity range
further indicated that the intensity distribution was successfully
corrected.

The enhancement performance for interesting dark spots
was also quantitatively analyzed through the local intensity
contrast defined in (9), where C was the contrast, andGF and
G B were the average intensity of the foreground, i.e., spot area
and neighboring background, respectively. Detailed data based
on seven representative spots in Fig. 4(a) are given in Table II

C = (GF − G B)/G B . (9)

In the simulated test image, we set all spots’ intensities
down to 0, just like most real targets’ intensities over-
whelmed by strong sun glitters. Thus, all spots’ original
contrasts were calculated to be −1 according to (9). However,
after preprocessing, their contrasts were enhanced tremen-
dously. It worked especially for the spot S7 whose enhanced

Fig. 5. Competitive areas with equal or higher local intensity contrasts than
the target area. This image was generated using the preprocessed Fig. 1(a).

Fig. 6. Gradient distribution of the preprocessed Fig. 1(a). (a) Orienta-
tional GDD. (b) Gradient directions. (c) Gradient magnitudes. In (a), there
were 120 blocks in total, and two units containing the target were marked
with red rectangles and their gradient arrows were highlighted in yellow.
In (b), we marked all gradients’ directions on a unit circle. Target areas’ gra-
dient directions were marked with ∗ and others’ were ·. Gradient magnitudes
are shown in (c).

contrast was positively infinite since its neighbor background’s
intensity was suppressed down to 0.

This simulation result verified the effectiveness of our pro-
posed CIDoG filter-based image preprocessing method for cor-
recting image intensity distribution and highlighting valuable
information. This will be further validated in Section IV-B,
where representative FGIs and performance analysis based on
experiment images will be given.

B. Antijitter STSM Generator

1) Modality Selection: In [30], we found that a specific
modality would facilitate generating the desired SM, instead
of using both intensity and orientation modalities. When
detecting targets whose radiation were overwhelmed by sun
glitters, we discovered that the orientation was more reliable
than Intensity on extracting targets’ saliency and suppressing
clutter’s saliency.

Images in Fig. 1 showed that there could be many areas
where local intensity contrasts were similar or equal to tar-
get areas’ local intensity contrasts. Take the preprocessed
Fig. 1(a), for example, we filled each area, where local
intensity contrast [defined in (9)] was no lower than the target
areas, with cyan to observe areas competing against the target
for global saliency in local contrast saliency. The result is
shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that the target area failed to stand
out from its competitive areas because there were many areas
that had equal or higher local intensity contrasts than the target
area.

On the other hand, a previous study [36] supported that
real infrared maritime targets typically had different intensity
gradients from ocean waves. Our experiments revealed that
this also applied to targets overwhelmed in strong sun glitters.
Using the preprocessed Fig. 1(a), we generated the gradient
distribution diagram (GDD) in Fig. 6(a) and detached its
directions and magnitudes in Fig. 6(b) and (c), respectively.
For visual convenience, each block with a size of 51×51 was
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used as an analysis unit, and each unit’s gradient components
were calculated referring to (10)–(13)

dxξ =
S−1∑
x=1

S∑
y=1

[
Bξ (x + 1, y)− Bξ (x, y)

]
(10)

dyξ =
S∑

x=1

S−1∑
y=1

[
Bξ (x, y + 1)− Bξ (x, y)

]
. (11)

Equations (10) and (11) calculate the horizontal and vertical
gradient components (dxζ , dyζ ) of the ξ th block (Bζ ) whose
size is S × S, respectively. The direction of the ξ th unit’s
gradient was acquired through (12) with a factor δξ that was
defined in (13) and rescaled each angle into [0◦, 360◦)

θξ = arctan
dyξ

dxξ
+ δξ (12)

δξ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0◦ sign(dxξ ) > 0 AND sign(dyξ ) > 0

180◦ sign(dxξ ) < 0

360◦ sign(dxξ ) > 0 AND sign(dyξ ) < 0.

(13)

In Fig. 6(a), green background gradient arrows orientated
in various directions. This was caused by the diffuse reflec-
tion of sunlight. The scattered distribution of angles marked
in · in Fig. 6(b) also indicated this. On the contrary, two
target blocks’ gradient vectors orientated in opposite directions
vertical to the target’s upper and lower edge, respectively.
In terms of gradient amplitudes, two target gradient vectors
were obviously stronger than the background gradient vectors.
This could be illustrated more clearly in Fig. 6(c), based on
which we found that the target’s gradient magnitudes were
over 1.6 times backgrounds.

This above analysis indicated that target areas’ gradients
were strongly orientational and clutter’s were not. That is to
say, targets could easily stand out from background clutter in
gradient distribution, which can be systematically analyzed by
Gabor filters. Thus, the modality of orientation was used to
extract targets’ saliency in our method.

2) Interframe Jitter Compensation: Interframe jitter caused
by imaging platform vibration is a common phenomenon for
airborne and shipborne infrared imagers. Before calculating
the target’s spatiotemporal saliency, it is necessary to com-
pensate the interframe jitter and realign sequential images.
In our implementation, we designed an antijitter method using
the JBM, which measured the interframe jitter by discrim-
inatively combining interframe block matching results from
both SM and preprocessed images. It was performed in the
following steps.

First, an 81 × 81 sized block centered on the most saliency
area in the SM was selected as an SM sample. A preprocessed
sample was also captured from the corresponding preprocessed
image, referring to the SM sample’s location and size.

Second, two samples traversed all pixels on the previous
frame’s SM and preprocessed image, respectively. Accord-
ing to (14), two normalized mutual correlation coefficient
(NMCC) matrices would be calculated to measure the match-
ing degree of each sample on each location.

In (14), S′(x ′, y ′) and B ′(x + x ′, y + y ′) were normalized
sample and block centered on (x, y) at previous SM or

Fig. 7. SM of preprocessed Fig. 1(a).

preprocessed image, respectively. They were generated by (15)
to decouple the neighbor background saliency and random
noise. In (15), w and h were the width and height of the
image block IB, and the normalized block IB’

NMCC(x, y)=
∑

x ′,y′
[
S′(x ′, y ′)× B ′(x + x ′, y + y ′)

]2√∑
x ′,y′ S

′(x ′, y ′)2×∑
x ′,y′ B ′(x+x ′, y+y ′)2

(14)

IB’(x, y) = IB(x, y)−
∑

x,y IB(x, y)

w × h
. (15)

Third, interframe jitter vectors between two SMs and pre-

processed images (
⇀

I F J ) were separately calculated by (16),
where CSample was the sample’s central coordinates at the SM
or preprocessed image, and CMaxNMCC was the coordi-
nates of the maximum on the normalized mutual correlation
matrix

−→
IFJ = CSample − CMax_NMCC. (16)

Finally, the interframe jitter vector from the current frame

to its previous frame (
⇀

IFJV) was calculated referring to (17).
The discriminant

∥∥∥ ⇀

IFJSM − ⇀

IFJPI

∥∥∥ ≤ 5 was used to make

sure that the interframe jitter vector
⇀

IFJSM from SMs and
the

⇀

IFJPI from preprocessed images did not differ from
each other too much. This operation could help avoid the
wrong interframe jitter measurement caused by wave clut-
ter or sun glitters, which may also have strong saliency in
the SM

−−→
IFJV =

{
(
−−−→
IFJSM +−−→IFJPI)/2

∥∥∥−−−→IFJSM −−−→IFJPI

∥∥∥ ≤ 5

0 Other.
(17)

3) STSM Generation: Based on the orientation modality,
the SM of preprocessed Fig. 1(a) was generated as in Fig. 7,
where we highlighted the target’s salient area with a red box
and marked two strong clutter’s salient areas with yellow ones.
These two clutter’s areas had strong competitiveness against
the target for global saliency, referring to the similar visual
brightness the clutter areas had to the target area. Specifically,
the target’s saliency values ranged from 193 to 255 in Fig. 7,
and clutter areas’ saliency values ranged from 162 to 251.
Thus, the target’s spatial saliency is not strong enough for
distinguishing itself from background clutter.

Referring to [37] and [38], ocean waves typically have a
periodic motion pattern whose predominant period derives
from the peak of the P-M power spectrum (SP−M ) as in (18),
which includes a numerical constant α 8.1e−3 and a
constant β 7.4e−1. The U19.4 gives the wind speed at 19.4 m
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Fig. 8. Temporal demonstration of ten representative SMs. For visual convenience, we located each SM’s origin at the center of its target area marked with
a red circle. Two clutter areas with strong saliency in frame F1 were marked with cyan and green circles, respectively, and in following frames, we marked
areas that have the same xy coordinates as the clutter areas in frame 1 with the corresponding circles.

TABLE III

ANALYSIS DATA FOR INTERFRAME NMCCS IN FIG. 9

above the sea surface

SP−M (ω) = αg2

ω5 × exp

[
−β ×

(
g

ω ×U19.4

)4
]

. (18)

Given this, the clutter areas’ saliency should intensify
and attenuate periodically, and on the contrary, the targets’
saliency could stay consistently strong in continuous frames.
Fig. 8 shows ten representative SMs that were generated using
continuous frames which were selected from the video where
Fig. 1(a) existed. These ten SMs were realigned after the
interframe jitter compensation by JBM.

As shown in Fig. 8, target areas kept consistently strong
saliency centered on the same xy location. On the other
hand, clutters 1 and 2 lost their saliency consistency when
focusing on the same location in each frame. Specifically,
clutter 1’s spatial saliency attenuated in frames F5 to F7,
and after an intensification in F8, it weakened in F9 and F10
again. Clutter 2 not only lost its high saliency since F7, but
also deviated its spatial saliency from the temporal center
line. Thus, the clutter did not present strong spatiotemporal
saliency for periodical saliency attenuation and spatial saliency
deviation.

A further quantitative comparison was made using
400 realigned continuous SMs where ten SMs in Fig. 8 existed.
We calculated each interframe NMCC (19) of the target,
clutter 1, and clutter 2 areas, respectively. The results are given
in Fig. 9, followed by analysis data in Table III

NMCC,N,N−1

=
∥∥B,N−1 · B,N

∥∥√∑
x,y B,N−1(x, y)2 ×∑

x,y B,N (x, y)2

where  ∈ {Target,Clutter1,Clutter2}ANDN ∈ [2, 400] . (19)

In Fig. 9, the target kept consistently strong inter-
frame NMCC in these 400 SMs, ranging from 0.78 to 1.

Fig. 9. Interframe NMCCs of the target, clutter 1, and clutter 2 in realigned
400 continuous SMs.

However, the clutters 1 and 2 presented fluctuant and weak
interframe NMCCs, ranging from 0 to 0.67, and from
0 to 0.55, respectively. In addition, the higher clutter’s standard
deviations (0.12 and 0.11) compared to the target’s (0.08)
indicated weaker temporal coherence of clutter areas. This
result demonstrated that in a realigned sequence, targets could
temporally keep strong spatial saliency at the same xy location,
and on the contrary, the clutter could not. In other words,
targets present much stronger spatiotemporal saliency than the
clutter.

Relying on the above analysis, temporally accumulative
spatial saliency can be exploited to distinguish targets from the
wave clutter. To find which method has faster performance:
accumulative addition [STSMADD in (20)] or accumulative
multiplication [STSMMUL in (21)], we calculated the saliency
magnification times for the target and two clutter areas using
the first 50 SMs in the above 400 sequential SMs. Results are
shown in Fig. 10

STSMADD =
N∑

i=1

SMAnti-Jitter(i) (20)

STSMMUL =
N∏

i=1

SMAnti-Jitter(i) (21)

In (20) and (21), SMAntijitter(i) was the i th SM in continuous
N SMs which were realigned through the interframe jitter
compensation.

In these 50 SMs, the accumulative addition’s magnification
performance for two clutter areas was higher than for the
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Fig. 10. Comparison of saliency magnification performance between accu-
mulative addition and multiplication. (a) Accumulative addition performance.
(b) Accumulative multiplication performance. (b) is a semilog graph where
magnification times were plotted with logarithmic scale along y-axis. In addi-
tion, the performance curve of the accumulative multiplication for the first five
SMs was amplified for visual convenience in (b).

Fig. 11. SM comparison derived from the preprocessed Fig. 1(a). Both SMs
were quantized at an eight-bit resolution. (a) Original SM. (b) STSM.

target at the first 20 and 43 SMs. On the contrary, the accu-
mulative multiplication’s magnification performance for two
clutter areas was always lower than for the target, and the
target’s curve kept exponentially increasing. At the fifth SM,
the accumulative multiplication’s magnification time for the
target was up to 1.99×1011, 1.84×1011 higher than Clutter 1’s
magnification time and 1.69 × 1011 higher than Clutter 2.
We found that the accumulative multiplication’s magnification
performance in five continuous SMs was high enough for
distinguishing targets from clutter areas; however, the accumu-
lative addition needed at least 45 frames to provide the same
performance. Thus, for a higher efficiency, the accumulative
multiplication was adopted in our implementation to generate
the STSM. In other words, a frame’s STSM would be gen-
erated by accumulatively multiplying its SM to its preceding
four frames’ SMs after interframe jitter compensation.

C. Target Area Segmentation With Parallel Binarization

The original SM and STSM of the preprocessed Fig. 1(a)
are shown in Fig. 11. It is clear that the high clutter saliency
was attenuated greatly in the STSM, and only the target’s
saliency was well retained. However, the target’s area shrank
from 2196 pixels in the original SM down to 875 pixels in
the STSM. This was caused by the target’s border saliency
attenuation in the process of accumulative multiplication.
Since the target’s border saliency was weaker than its central
saliency in the original SM and the high magnification per-
formance of accumulative multiplication could further enlarge
this saliency gap, the target’s border saliency was weakened
greatly after being requantized at an eight-bit resolution.

To reconstruct the target’s original area, we designed a
parallel binarization strategy which took advantage of both the

Fig. 12. Illustration of the parallel binarization strategy for target
segmentation.

original SM and STSM. First, the STSM was binarized with
a high threshold (set to be the 80% maximum of an STSM
in our experiments) to generate a seed map. (Even though for
each STSM, any threshold value above its OTSU threshold
value could lead to the same DR, adopting a fixed value was
more timesaving).

Then, the OTSU thresholding was performed on the
original SM to construct full areas in the binary original SM
of each highly salient spot.

Finally, all seeds in the seed map were sowed into the binary
original SM, and the target’s area was reconstructed through
region growing.

The basic idea of this parallel binarization strategy is illus-
trated in Fig. 12. Using this, the target area covered 2187 pixels
in the binary result, with 0.41% area (nine pixels) lost.

In this section, we elucidated an ASSGPB method for
detecting infrared maritime targets overwhelmed in strong
sun glitters. Its overall structure and flow is demonstrated
in Fig. 13, based on which our experiment results will be
given and analyzed in Section IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, our data sets for algorithm verification will
be introduced first in Section IV-A. In Section IV-B, we
will demonstrate four key intermediate results: preprocessed
images, antijitter performance, STSMs, and target area seg-
mentation. This helps further support the reasonability of these
methods. Finally, the final detection results will be shown and
analyzed in Section IV-C while being compared with state-of-
the-art algorithms.

A. Data Sets

In our data sets, there are eight infrared maritime image
sequences and 20 420 single frames in total. These image
sequences were all captured in backlighting conditions and
heavily contaminated by strong sun glitters. All images
were quantized at an eight-bit resolution and had a size of
640 pixels width and 512 pixels height. Representative images
and a feature description of each image sequence are given
in Fig. 14 and Table IV, respectively.

Based on Table IV, three common features of the infrared
maritime images contaminated by strong sun glitters can be
concluded: negative targets’ local contrast, uneven background
intensity distribution, and obscure targets’ contours. In addi-
tion, in most situations, there are scattered bright and dark
spots which could weaken targets’ feature presentation.
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Fig. 13. Overall structure and flow of the proposed ASSGPB algorithm.

Fig. 14. Representative images of each image sequence. In (a)–(d), all targets are wooden fishing boats. Besides, in (a), (e), and (f), there is a small bright
spot in targets T2, T5, and T6. Each spot is a thermal imagery of an exposed hot engine mounted on the boat.

TABLE IV

FEATURE DESCRIPTION OF EACH IMAGE SEQUENCE

Specifically, image sequences (a–e) show the most common
situations when detecting targets in strong sun glitters. In these
situations, the image background intensity is mildly uneven
and the targets’ contours are obscure (a, c, and d), clear (b),
or even lost (e).

In the image sequence (d), a dark tail following the target
T4 was brought in by a strong wake caused by a high moving
speed of the boat. This dark tail is connected to the target and
also has a negative and obscure contour, thus, it is hard to
distinguish it from the target.
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Fig. 15. Preprocessed representative images with CIDoG filtering. (a)–(h) Preprocessed results of images in Fig. 14(a)–(h), respectively.

Fig. 16. Background 3-D views of original and preprocessed representative images. The first row shows original background 3-D views of images in Fig.
14(a)–(h), and the second row gives corresponding views after CIDoG filtering, namely, images in Fig. 15(a)–(h). The pseudocolor for intensity demonstration

was referred to: .

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE DATA OF CIDOG FILTERING ON REPRESENTATIVE IMAGES

Image sequences (e–h) present tough situations for infrared
maritime target detection in strong sun glitters. These images
have seriously or even sharply uneven background intensity
distribution. In addition, when imaging in backlight conditions,
a bright streak can be easily caused like in the sequence (f).
This could further amplify the background intensity uneven-
ness. In addition, when a target comes up in the dark area,
its contour would be seriously damaged or even lost like in
sequences (e, f, and h) due to its weak local contrast.

Our data sets covered both common and tough situations
when detecting infrared maritime targets in strong sun glitters.
A good detection performance on these data sets would be able
to validate the algorithm’s effectiveness.

B. Intermediate Result Demonstration

Four key units in ASSGPB facilitated this method to outper-
form state-of-the-art algorithms in detecting infrared maritime
targets overwhelmed in strong sun glitters: intensity correction
by CIDoG filtering, interframe jitter compensation by JBM,
spatiotemporal saliency generation by accumulative multipli-
cation, and target area segmentation by parallel binarization.
In this section, we would like to demonstrate the intermediate
results generated by these units. Then, performance analyses
will be given.

1) Intensity Correction by CIDoG Filtering: The
CIDoG filter was designed for correcting uneven intensity
distribution, suppressing background, and enhancing targets.

To validate this, we processed representative images in Fig. 14
with CIDoG filtering. Results are shown in Fig. 15.

Compared with Fig. 14, Fig. 15 demonstrates images that
have dark background and brightly obvious targets. The target
contour clarity is also been enhanced in Fig. 15, especially for
targets T5 and T8 whose contours were lost in original images.
In addition, the background intensity unevenness in Fig. 14 is
also alleviated in Fig. 15, apparently in Fig. 15(a), (f), and (g).
Even though in Fig. 15(f) and (g), there were bright streaks
brought in, their intensity and contrast were much weaker than
enhanced targets T6 and T7. This is verified by following data.

In Fig. 16, we displayed the background 3-D views of
each pair of original and preprocessed representative images
from Figs. 14 and 15. These background views were gener-
ated through average filtering on original and preprocessed
representative images, while setting the average filter size
to 64 × 64.

In the second row of Fig. 16, each 3-D view was dyed
evenly in blue except for two target peaks in (b and e).
In contrast, each 3-D view in the first row had more color
and higher slope gradient. This indicated that compared with
original images, preprocessed images had lower background
intensities and evener intensity distribution.

A quantitative comparison is given in Table V where we
calculated the average background intensity and background
intensity standard deviation of each image in Figs. 14 and 15.
Moreover, to measure the background intensity unevenness,
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Fig. 17. Verification results for interframe jitter compensation. (a)–(h) Jitter compensation results for image sequences (a)–(h) in our datasets. For visual
convenience, we put the interframe jitter plots just above the MSE difference plot of each image sequence.

we calculated the global background gradient amplitude
(GBGA) of each image according to (22), where dxξ and dyξ

were defined as (10) and (11). In addition, referring to (9),
each target’s local contrast was also listed

GBGA =

√√√√√
⎛
⎝ N∑

ξ=1

dxξ

⎞
⎠

2

+
⎛
⎝ N∑

ξ=1

dyξ

⎞
⎠

2

. (22)

It is clear that all preprocessed images had lower average
background intensities than original ones. In addition, each
background intensity standard deviation was also lowered
after CIDoG filtering. This means that the preprocessed back-
ground could have a slighter background intensity fluctuation.

Thus, the background intensity has been suppressed suc-
cessfully by CIDoG filtering. Furthermore, GBGA was also
reduced after preprocessing. Since the intensity gradient indi-
cates how fast the intensity changes in a certain direction, a
lowered global background gradient amplitude could demon-
strate a slighter background intensity change, i.e., a more even
background intensity distribution.

In terms of the targets’ local contrast, all targets’ contrasts
were transformed from negative to positive, and their absolute
values were also increased greatly, especially for the target T7
whose absolute contrast value was enhanced 4040.8 times.
Above analyses verified that our designed CIDoG filtering
had an excellent performance on correcting uneven intensity
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Fig. 18. Original SMs and STSMs for images in Fig. 14(a)–(h). The first row shows SMs and the second row displays the corresponding STSMs.

distribution, suppressing the background, and enhancing tar-
gets for images that were seriously contaminated by strong
sun glitters. This would improve the target detection accuracy
significantly.

2) Interframe Jitter Compensation by JBM: The interframe
jitter compensation is a crucial factor for STSM generation
since an aligned image sequence produces the highest tar-
get’s saliency. To verify the performance of our JBM-based
interframe jitter compensation, we measured the mean square
error (MSE) (23) between each two adjacent frames’ over-
lapped SMs before and after the interframe jitter compensation
[IA and IB in (23)]. Since two adjacent frames were captured
in a short time (50 ms by our imager), their SMs should be
very similar to each other. Thus, once they were misaligned,
the MSE between them should be enlarged

MSE =
√∑W

x=1
∑H

y=1 [IA(x, y)− IB(x, y)]2

W × H
. (23)

In (23), W and H are the width and height of images,
respectively. In addition, all SMs were normalized to the
range of 0–3 in our experiments; thus, the interframe SM
MSEs before and after interframe jitter compensation had
little difference. For a better observation, we would like to
demonstrate only their difference in this paper.

All measuring results of eight image sequences are given
in Fig. 17 where we also demonstrated the horizontal
and vertical components of each interframe jitter measured
by JBM.

Fig. 17 indicates the following.
1) All interframe jitter values in both directions fluctu-

ated frequently and randomly around zero. Additionally,
in image sequences (a, b, c, d, f, and h), there were
several strong interframe jitter values whose absolute
values were greater than 40 pixels.

2) All MSE difference values were positive. In addition,
for each image sequence, wherever there was a pos-
itive or negative peak in the jitter plot, there was a
positive peak in the corresponding location of the MSE
difference plot. Moreover, the stronger the jitter peak
was, the stronger the MSE difference peak was.

Based on these two phenomena, it can be concluded the
following.

1) Our experimental image sequences were frequently jit-
tered both in horizontal and vertical directions, and

TABLE VI

AVERAGE INTERFRAME SM MSE (×10−3) OF EACH IMAGE SEQUENCE
BEFORE AND AFTER INTERFRAME JITTER COMPENSATION

severe interframe jitter happened several times in image
sequences (a, b, c, d, f, and h). These can be observed
in our published videos.

2) All interframe SM MSEs before the jitter compensation
were greater than that after the jitter compensation. This
means that the interframe misalignment was effectively
dealt with by the jitter compensation so that the inter-
frame overlapped SM areas could have higher similarity
with each other. In addition, this performance was highly
robust because it worked well even when sudden and
severe jitter occurred.

To view the average performance of this interframe jitter
compensation, we calculated the average interframe SM MSE
for each image sequence and displayed them in Table VI. After
the jitter compensation, the average MSE of each sequence
was obviously reduced, and the average MSE of all sequences
was lowered in 3.01. This demonstrates that the interframe
jitter could be handled effectively to realign image sequences.

3) Spatiotemporal Saliency Generation by Accumulative
Multiplication: The accumulative multiplication based on the
realigned sequence was designed to highlight target’s saliency
while suppressing clutter’s. In Fig. 18, both the original SM
and STSM of each representative image in Fig. 14 were
displayed. It is obvious that both the SM and STSM kept high
targets’ saliency. However, many clutter areas still had high
saliency in the SM. As comparison, these highly salient areas
were all suppressed in the corresponding STSM.

Although as mentioned in Section III-B, targets’ areas could
be reduced in STSMs, the weaker clutter saliency would bring
in the higher detection accuracy. In addition, a reduced target
area will be reconstructed by the next parallel binarization.

To quantitatively measure how much the image quality was
improved from an SM to an STSM, we calculated the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of each image in Fig. 18.

The calculated data are given in Table VII. It can be seen
that each STSM’s SNR was significantly enhanced from the
corresponding SM’s SNR, especially for (c, d, and g) where
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Fig. 19. Comprehensive SNR data for each image sequence. (a)–(h) Data for image sequences (a)–(h), respectively.

TABLE VII

SNR (dB) OF EACH IMAGE IN FIG. 18

the SNR was enhanced more than 40 dB. This indicated that
the SM’s quality was enhanced greatly by the STSM.

A comprehensive quantitative analysis based on our whole
data sets was made by calculating every frame’s SNRSM and
SNRSTSM. These SNR data of every image sequence are
shown in Fig. 19. Since the first frame of each image sequence
did not have preceding frames, its STSM was the same as
its SM. Thus, we did not plot its SNR data in Fig. 19.

For every image sequence, its STSM SNR curve was above
its SM SNR curve. Thus, their SNR data were obviously
enhanced through the accumulative multiplication. This would
bring in a higher image quality for target area segmentation
and background clutter suppression. The average SM/STSM
SNR data of each image sequence are given in Table VIII.

Table VIII demonstrates an average SNR improvement from
SM to STSM; in other words, the SM’s quality has been

TABLE VIII

AVERAGE SM/STSM SNR (dB) DATA OF EACH IMAGE SEQUENCE

significantly enhanced through accumulative multiplication.
The average SNR improvement based on all images was 9.25.
These above data analyses further validated the effectiveness
of the STSM generation by accumulative multiplication after
interframe jitter compensation.

4) Target Area Segmentation by Parallel Binarization:
Fig. 18 indicates that a target’s area could be reduced a lot in
the STSM. That is why we designed this parallel binarization
to reconstruct targets’ areas using both SMs and STSMs.
Using this strategy, the binary detection results for images
in Fig. 14 and the comparison with binary STSMs are shown
in Fig. 20.

The first two rows of Fig. 20 indicated that for small
targets in Fig. 20(a), (c), (d), and (g), their areas were
successfully segmented from image background. For large
targets in Fig. 20(b), (e), (f), and (h), most of their central
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Fig. 20. Detection results for images in Fig. 14. (a)–(h) Results from images in Fig. 14(a)–(h), respectively. Using the parallel binarization, the binary
detection results are shown in the first row. In addition, we marked each segmented target area with green yellow on its original image in the second row. As
comparison, the binary STSMs and their corresponding red-colored images are displayed in the third and fourth rows, respectively.

TABLE IX

SEGMENTED TARGET AREAS (px) OF DIFFERENT

BINARY DETECTION RESULTS

areas were detected and their marginal areas were partially
lost. These marginal areas were lost because of their very low
contrast to central areas in Fig. 20(b) or to local background in
Fig. 20(e), (f), and (h). By contrast, the last two rows of
Fig. 20 showed that binary STSMs could only keep small
parts of targets’ full areas. A further quantitative comparison
is given in Table IX.

Data in Table IX showed that compared to the binary
STSMs, the parallel binarization strategy could significantly
reconstruct most of a target’s full area. The target’s area
was enlarged 12.6 times on average by the proposed strategy.
This performance could help improve the accuracy of target
location since more target areas are available. This is crucial
for maritime rescue and surveillance.

C. Final Results and Performance Comparison

In this paper, we used four algorithms for performance
comparison. The first two algorithms were proposed by
Kim et al. [19] and Xu et al. [26], respectively. These two
algorithms were proposed specifically for detecting maritime
targets in strong or dense sun glitters, just like ASSGPB.
Another algorithm was the VAPFM [30] that we described
in Section II. The last one was proposed by Chen et al. [39]
based on image local contrast.

Our comparison was made in receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves referring to the DR and FAR of each
algorithm. We gave this comparison in Fig. 21.

Fig. 21. ROC curves of five algorithms.

Fig. 21 shows that the ROC curve of our ASSGPB method
reached its maximum DR at much lower FAR than comparison
algorithms. In addition, the maximum DR of ASSGPB was up
to 100%. In contrast, comparison algorithms could only reach
their maximum DRs at higher FARs, and all their maximum
DRs failed to get up to 100%. The worst situation happened in
algorithm CHEN. This algorithm lost all targets in our testing
data sets at every FAR.

This performance gap came up because each comparison
algorithm had its defect in detecting targets from strong sun
glitters. KIM relied on extracting targets’ information from
consecutive frames. However, it cannot resist the disturbance
caused by interframe jitters.

Even though XU’s ROC curve could reach a higher DR
than other comparison algorithms, it did not use targets’ tem-
poral information to further reduce false alarms. VAPFM was
designed based on the target’s local singularity in terms
of local contrast. However, targets overwhelmed in strong
sun glitters typically lost their local singularity. Thus, it did
not perform well in this condition. CHEN could have high
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TABLE X

OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE DATA OF FIVE ALGORITHMS

detection accuracy when targets had positive local contrast, but
in images captured in backlighting, targets had negative local
contrast. This would be a fatal factor for CHEN’s failure.

Besides, these comparison algorithms had limited ability of
enhancing the quality of infrared maritime images contami-
nated by strong sun glitters.

If we define the optimal performance as detecting targets
as many as possible while bringing in false alarms as few
as possible (for each ROC curve in Fig. 21, the optimal
performance happened at the turning point to the maximum
DR), the optimal performance data of these five algorithms
would be like Table X. Table X indicates that the ASSGPB
greatly outperformed other algorithms in terms of optima
performance. This would validate our ASSGPB method for
detecting infrared maritime targets from strong sun glitters.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an ASSGPB method specifically
for detecting infrared maritime targets overwhelmed in strong
sun glitters. The ASSGPB consists of four key units: intensity
correction by CIDoG filtering, interframe jitter compensation
by JBM, spatiotemporal saliency generation by accumulative
multiplication, and target area segmentation by parallel bina-
rization. Experiments validated the functionality of each units
and the high detection accuracy of ASSGPB.

This ASSGPB exploits the target’s spatial saliency and tem-
poral consistency to generate the desired high target’s saliency.
In this process, the CIDoG filter and JBM work to enhance
the single frame’s and sequential frames’ quality, respectively.
Realigned enhanced sequential frames can be provided after
these preprocesses. Then, the accumulative multiplication of
the single frame’s SM would be used to enlarge the saliency
gap between targets and the clutter. Finally, our proposed
parallel binarization strategy is used to segment targets’ areas
while retaining as much of the targets’ original areas as
possible.

To verify the ASSGPB’s performance, we captured eight
image sequences in different scenarios. Experiment results
showed that the ASSGPB outperformed comparison algo-
rithms in these situations and realized 100% DR and
0.45% FAR.

Further research on this ASSGPB includes but is not limited
to: 1) develop a more efficient interframe jitter compensation
method and 2) since it was designed specifically for working
in strong sun glitters, research on how to make it collaborate
with traditional algorithms would be significant. In this way,
a high target DR can be reached in complex scenarios.
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